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FAREWELL CHAPPIE EDITION 
So another edition and unfortunately around wet round, but that shouldn’t stop this edition from being at least 
entertaining considering we farewell Kevin ‘Snowflake’ Chapman as he heads north as “working” 5-6 hours a day is just 
too hard and it is far too cold here, who would have thought Canberra could melt Chappie?  

But before we get to shenanigans we will first handle some cricket business. We will go around the grounds to find out 
what happened in the limited cricket we played this fortnight. Unfortunately isn’t as much as normal as the second week 
of our first two day game was a complete washout across Canberra and we have some missing reports. But we did get a 
test report from Nemesy and JK to have a read. Unfortunately we also have some semi final losses to report on; to much 
disappointment of the players I’m sure. But I think we should be proud as the club is still proving to be a strong competitor 
and I doubt that will be the last of our final appearances of the season.  

The Tuggies Honour Board is looking nice and full heading into the Christmas break but I have two challenges for the club: 

1. Add another Centurion to the board, 
2. Add a 100 run partnership to the top 3 wickets. 

With limited cricket this fortnight it was a challenge but we have the latest #BickPix and all of them so far, still waiting on 
the first part of the season but we will get there.  

What an edition for the fantasy league, I’m surprised we have points on the board considering we only played a day. But 
we do and we have an early leader.  

Then we have the upcoming matches and social event for the next fortnight and what a social event it should be with 
Fine’s Nite planned.  

Chappie, Chappie, Chappie! What more can be said? I mean considering the environment and to ensure the Tele doesn’t 
offend. We’ve lost Captains Corner this edition with Chappie taking it over to leave some parting messages. Much to my 
surprise he was well mannered and honest… shock I know. We also share some messages from club mates which are sure 
to entertain and confuse.  

But from me mate, it has been a pleasure, a pain and most of all an experience. I’ll likely never play another game with 
you due to my aging body, plus you are likely to take a break from the game due to stress or anger problems. I also don’t 
understand why everyone is glad you’re leaving mate? If I had to pick someone to go to battle with you’d be… in my top 
3… I think. But I will miss our throw down session on Friday’s even though this season has been hard time wise and I will 
miss your energy and passion and finally the fact you don’t back down from a fight. You’ll be missed and I wish you and 
Kellee the best of luck. See you next time we come through for a visit.  

I’d recommend a rest here. Because I’m sure after that farewell our brains will need it. Because the next section is the final 
instalment of The Brain Game and shared as part of it is an article called “10 ways to build your mental strength”.  

We then finish with The Spotlight we have one our Tuggettes illuminate some struggles of Sunday morning cricket. Then 
we wrap it up with how to get a Customised Masuri Helmet.  

So with 2 day cricket here let’s use that Viking Spirit and show Canberra cricket they are in for a fight every time they take 
the field against us, not matter the position of the game.  

Good Luck Tuggies! 

JD  
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AROUND THE GROUNDS 

1st Grade 

Round 8 v ANU at Chis 1  

TVCC 1/37 from 9 overs A.Sharma 19(17) & T.Floros 13*(26),  
Drew with ANU 10/216 from 78.1 overs S.Devoy 24-5-3/64 & B.Floros 8.1-2-2/18. 
An opportunity to win the first two day match was taken away from Tuggies first grade by the weather. Another wet 
week in Canberra ensured there was moisture locked into the pitch on day one. The decision was easy for skipper 
Shane Devoy who won the toss, and Tuggies took to the field looking to rattle through the opposition batting line up. 
Tuggeranong got off to the start they were looking for when Comets batter Corey Spink was caught behind off the 
bowling of Benji Floros with the score on 1. Pressure bowling continued from both ends with the ball beating the bat 
on several occasions with an abidance of swing and seam on offer. Benji continued his fine spell and took the next 
wicket of the left hand opener who was starting to get settled to the conditions as ANU found themselves 2-27. 
The opportunity to make further in roads was there for the taking but a couple of chances went begging and ANU 
built their third wicket partnership to 71 before Daniel Leedam departed. ANU captain, Ben Mitchell, came to the 
crease and played in an aggressive manner only to be undone by Devoy after going for one too many extravagant 
attempts to clear the rope. The fifth wicket fell shortly after with ANU set batter Owen Chivers having just made 50 
taken spectacularly at second slip by Shane Devoy with a diving effort high to his right.  
With the sun beaming down drying the pitch out and the ball getting older, ANU continued to build their score 
having negotiated the tricky conditions early on in the first session. Tuggeranong bowlers kept a squeeze on the 
game with the scoreboard ticking over slowly but the University based side constructed their score to over 200 
before N Groenewegen was dismissed for 40. Having at one point looked like being bowled out for under 200, ANU 
had an opportunity to build a reasonable first innings score with four wickets remaining in the shed. However, 
Tuggeranong fought back hard and a collapse followed with ANU bowled out for 216 with 13 over reaming in the 
day. It’s out be noted that Timmy Floros came on and took 2-3 off 3.1 overs doing the damage to the lower order.  
Having finished the innings on a high, Timmy opened the batting with Amit Sharma and they positively moved the 
score onto 30 before Amit Sharma adjudged LBW having scored a brisk 19 off 17 balls. The Night watchman was sent 
to the crease and Tuggeranong managed to escape the last 5 overs without a further loss and the score on 37. Rain 
and thunder then halted the reaming overs to be completed.  
179 was needed with 9 wickets in hand to take a first innings win over ANU the following week. With this looking a 
likely feet due to the strength in batting for the first grade (Justin Haywood coming in at 9), the weather got the 
better of the game the following week leaving Tuggies with a frustrating draw. 

One Day Semi Final v Weston Creek at Stirling  
TVCC 10/223 from 48.3 overs M.Rogers 67(85) & T.Vane Tempest 35(51) Defeated by Weston Creek 10/242 from 
47.3 overs B.Floros 8.3-0-5/47 & C.Morris 8-2-3/34.  
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2nd Grade 

Round 8 – Week #1 v ANU at ANU North 
TVCC Drew with ANU 10/299 from 102.4 overs G.Randell 13.4-1-3/48, C.Devoy 27-5-3/79 & W.Floros 26-5-2/62. 
So starts the 2 day campaign again. It started in a not so great fashion leading into the week as the club was very 
short on players. Not the way you want to start a title defence, but we still have the quality to win.  

ANU won the toss and elected to bat on a solid wicket with a good grass cover so we weren’t necessarily upset at 
bowling. Adam Onus and Ben Cadden has the responsibility to start us off with the new ball with Ads showing some 
brilliance coupled with some rust from a few weeks of wet cricket breaking play. Cads showed a few nerves making 
his 2nd Grade debut but quickly got the ball into good areas. Unfortunately we just could not get that new ball break 
through we really needed early. Guy Randell came on in his 2nd Grade re-debut and showed his smarts making the 
batsmen plays shots he wanted them playing, but the luck was on their side today as they stayed patient and 
continued building a solid start. With the seamer proving fruitless this time round Jake went to his spinners Billy 
Floros and Craig Devoy to build some pressure and it proved a handy change just before lunch as Billy struck twice 
removing both openers and getting us back in the game with ANU going to lunch at 2/119. From here ANU rebuilt, 
weathering handy spells from Ads, JD and Billy but we unfortunately couldn’t hold our chances until Cads was 
brought back into the attack to get our third breakthrough with the score at 181. Craig finally got rewards when the 
pressure got to the batsmen and gave us our breakthrough, ANU 4/228. Billy then used his smarts and redirected a 
straight drive back onto the stumps for a handy run out, ANU 5/254 from 90 overs. We continued to fight and 
continued to focus on our game and our areas to build pressure. Enter the last hour of play and we needed to slow 
down our over rate as we had 60mins to bowl a total of 6 overs. This proved a challenge with our spinners but we 
managed to slow it down significantly whilst maintaining our disciplines Craig got his second when JD held on to his 
second chance after dropping a hot one from the same bat a few overs earlier, and another set batsmen throwing it 
away leaving ANU 6/271. Craig struck quickly again for his third leaving ANU at 7/285 and throwing away a great 
chance to put on 350+. Two new batsmen at the crease the new ball was taken. This proved a masterful decision 
with the smarts of Guy Randell showing through getting the next breakthrough with ANU at 298. From here he 
quickly ran through the last two bowling ANU out for 299 from 102.4 overs with 7 mins left in the day, timely it 
perfectly that we didn’t need to bat this week. ANU would still be happy with 299 but we were pretty happy with our 
bowling and a very good batting wicket. Going down the list; Ads 15-1-0/33, Cads 13-0-1/40, Guy 13.4-1-3/48, Craig 
27-5-3/76, Billy 26-5-2/62 and JD 8-2-0/17.  

One Day Semi v West’s at Chisholm 1 
TVCC 10/205 from 46.2 overs J.Dyer 37(44) & S.Dwyer 36(39) Defeated by WDUCC 9/238 from 50 overs W.Floros 
10-0-3/41, A.Floros 9-0-2/45 & A.Onus 10-1-2/50.  
After a long day in the field we were glad to be coming home. Unfortunately, West’s won the toss and elected to bat 
on a good looking Chis 1. With some additions to the team we had some early energy care of a buzzing Panda. The 
new ball pair of Adam Onus and Alexander Floros got us off to a good start creating some pressure from both ends. 
Alexander (9-0-2/45) struck first with the score at 23, however West’s recovered well before the handy first change 
and recent 1st grade debutant Sam Dwyer (10-0-1/52) struck and removed one of our bigger threats with the score at 
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2/82. Shortly after this Craig Devoy (10-3-1/22) threw up some handy hand grenades mixed with some quicker balls 
faster than most of our seamers, if not all grab our 3rd with the score at 106. West’s recovered well before Ads and 
Billy struck with two quick wickets to reduce West’s to 5/156. Ads (10-1-2/50) continued the pressure supported well 
by Billy (10-0-3/41) before they both again struck in quick succession with West’s now 7/186. From here they 
finished pretty well as we struggled to maintain the pressure we had built as the eventually finished with 9/238 from 
the 50 overs.  

Billy and Adam Seary started the run chase and had things under pretty good control before we lost Billy 3(6) with 
the score at 19. Unfortunately as the momentum started to shift in our favour we lost Tommy Seaman 10(14) leaving 
us 2/42 and in a little trouble. Our skipper and Seary started the rebuild before Seary 24(55) fell leg before to biggest 
threat with the ball. Jayden 8(21) came and went in unlucky fashion with a waist high full toss hit for a deep catch 
and the pressure was building at 4/78. Craig and Jake combined well to start the rebuild and just as we looked to be 
getting a partnership Craig 17(24) fell to a rush of blood. At this stage needing about 7.5 an over Jake and James 
worked on the plan to get the next drinks break, unfortunately for Jake 28(65) that wasn’t going to work out as a ball 
hit something and went from wide outside off to just clipping the leg stump. Luck did not seem to be on our side. But 
Sammy and James was having none of it and worked hard to get within reach of an unlikely turnaround. But again 
luck ran out and Sammy 36(39) fell with the score at 187. The run rate required was sitting around 7 an over and Kiz 
kept up the fight supported well by James before on one leg James 37(44) had to take a risk which didn’t pan out. 
From here we lost both Ads and Panda without score leaving Kiz 14*(8) and the team 33 short.  

Good fighting spirit and a much improved showing in the limited overs competition this season, but ultimately a 
hollow feeling in the team as we missed our chances this game. But now the focus switches to the 2 day competition 
and defending our title.  

3rd Grade 

Round 8 V ANU  

TVCC 10/163 from 71 overs S.Rizvi 37(88) & R.Hays 32(87) Drew with ANU 0/9 from 6 overs.  
Surprisingly, we lost the toss (8-12) and were put in to bat on what looked to be a descent track at Chisholm 2. 
Unfortunately looks proved deceptive and this wicket had plenty of life, bounce and a terribly long outfield. Although 
we applied ourselves to the task and the conditions pretty well, we struggled to get any real partnerships or 
momentum to our innings. Syed and Bicko got us off to a fairly solid start and got us too 0-51 before the first wicket 
went, Bicko for a patient 22, 2-63 when Keane went for 10, turned to 3-80 when Syed was out for a very good 37.  
From there we didn’t have much to get excited about. The wicket proved very difficult with the short ball popping 
and seaming and the spinners turning the ball considerably.  Grafting batting was proving futile especially with the 
condition of the outfield and we looked to attack any ball that was even remotely close to being there to hit. 4- 97, 5 
-103 to 6-113 and a good score was looking more and more unlikely. Greg Lemin combined with Ryan Hays to drag 
us out to 137, when GL was out but Ryan continue to chance his arm and played a very gutsy innings eventually 
being last man out for 32 in about an hour and a half, a great effort considering the wicket.  We were dismissed for 
163, which probably was worth 200 on any other day at Chisholm 2, so not a bad score but short of where we 
wanted to be. 
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We bowled 4 overs without success although we had a couple of very close BLW calls turned down. 

The following Saturday was washed out, but if conditions had stayed the same, I believe we had the bowling 
strength to win the game. 

Semi Final of 1 Day Comp, V QBN at Freebody. 

TVCC 10/114 from 31 overs J.Evans 36(51) & G.Randell 23(33) Defeated by QBN 6/222 from 43 overs S.Rizvi 7-2-
2/32 & G.Randell 9-0-2/38.  
The toss of the coin is now evening out statistic wise and I lost this one (and it was one we needed to win (8-13), and 
QBN decided to bat first which is their strength. 

A flat and slow wicket which favoured the batsmen made life a challenge for our attack, especially given GL was out 
of action.  They made a solid start with their openers putting on 59 in better than a run a ball, Syed Rizvi got our 
much needed breakthrough and we applied some good bowling and fielding pressure to drag back the run rate to 
about 4 and over 2-85 when we removed the other opener and while we were doing a good job of slowing things, 
they still had momentum. Guy Randell took 2 wickets in 3 balls and we had turned the screws a bit to have them 4-
107, Ryan Hays removed the dangerous Peter Solway for 7 and we had crept back into the contest at 5-128.  Rain 
intervened during the innings, bringing the inning down to 43 overs.  Unfortunately, the next wicket proved very 
difficult and they put the foot down and increased the run rate and we didn’t take another wicket until the 41st over 
and they had 206 on the board. Their innings finished at 6-222, but was revised upwards given the old D/L 
calculations. 

We started poorly, loosing early wickets and never recovered1- 11, 2-12, 3-17, 4- 31 and the game was just about 
beyond us.  John Evans made a strong 36 and Guy Randell again chipped in with 23 but that was about th extent of 
any joy in our innings and we were eventually all out for 114 in the 31st over. 

Very disappointing result and more than anything else the way we just capitulated when under pressure.  A learning 
experience I hope.  

4th Grade 

Round 8 v ANU at ANU South 
TVCC 10/148 from 75 overs P.Ayers 34(60), M.Swansborough 26(52) & R.McCaughan 26(157), 
Drew with ANU 0/6 from 4 overs. 
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5th Grade 

Round 7 v Queanbeyan 
TVCC 7/101 from 45 overs J.Stephenson 24 & V.King 23 Lost to QBN 3/303 from 45 overs T.Darke 9-1-1/41 & 
J.Stephenson 8-0-1/49 
Our tale begins Friday afternoon. With mass unavailability, an original team of 7 is scratched together lead by a 
former (yet unknowing) captain for the perfectly timed clash against top of the table Queanbeyan. After the late 
inclusions of Victoria King, Makayla Clark and Kirsty Reaks in the evening of Friday. A viable, albeit short team was 
listed to face our interstate foe. 

With afternoon and evening rain Friday, there was the possibility of pulling two points from the table leaders, 
however after turning up to the ground early to check the state of the ground it turns out the mighty Conder 
snooker table slate pitch had weathered the weather well and while being fairly green, was still as solid as always. 
And so it would have to be done the hard way. 

The first hurdle would be the toss, with us still waiting on our 10th to show and wanting to conserve some energy 
until later, the decision was made to bat and hopefully let the scoreboard build some pressure. Unfortunately the 
coin had other ideas and we were promptly sent into bowl with what would turn out to be 9 players after unknown 
to anyone at the ground, our junior had come down sick Saturday morning. 

So onto the field of play we went. With Makayla Clark and John Kidd opening the bowling and only 7 moveable 
fielders, we were able to restrict some of the Queanbeyan scoring and were holding the opposition to a reasonable 
run rate for the first 8-10 overs. But after 4 overs John (0/13) was starting to struggle and was looking increasingly 
like a change had to be made. And so the ball was thrown to Craig Hammond with the orders of "Just keep it outside 
off" to 4-3 field we had set. And that is just what he did for his 3 over spell apart from the occasional short or leg side 
wide 

But with John no longer in the bowling picture changes had to be made to the late game bowling strategy and the 
keeper would need to bowl. So spin was turned to earlier than normal in an attempt to get my overs bowled before 
the second drinks break, so pads could be swapped. After the relatively tight 5th grade opening bowling, one of the 
Queanbeyan opening batsman thought the slow styling’s of myself would be the perfect opportunity to pick up the 
run rate and immediately went to establish himself on the first ball. A slow, looping ball outside off which he wished 
to dispatch over cow corner, down the wicket he came only for the ball to drop, turn inside the bat and hit the top of 
middle. However, a small bout of confusion was happening, stemming from myself being blinded from the stumps 
by the advanced batsman and thinking that the keeper had taken the stumps for a stumping had lead to the umpire 
asking me "why are you appealing? He’s bowled". Not my greatest moment, but i apologised for my error and went 
to celebrate the wicket with the team. 

A hardy effort was made by all in the field and with the ball in trying, humid conditions and unfortunately 3-303 was 
the best we could restrict the interstaters to. Wicket takers were T.Darke 1/41 (9), C. Hammond 1/47 (8), J. 
Stephenson 1/49 (8) with Victoria King chipping in with 2 catches. 
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The batting inning started with finding out everyone's relative ability, but really the order came down to the tried 
and true "Who ever didn't get a go in the bowling inning gets to choose a spot" method and the rest were ordered 
around that but i had forgotten to take one thing into account scoring/umpiring. Having everyone who could umpire 
in the top half of the order meant that there was an interesting ballet of people getting out, having a quick drink and 
going out to umpire so the current umpires could come in and pad up. Meanwhile at the scorer's desk my questions 
of "Can you score?" were being met with "no’s” or the more promising "sorta" which was usually met with "sit and 
learn". 

Out in the middle, we had lost 3 early wickets to be 3/20, but a handy 4th wicket partnership of 37 between J. Kidd 
(14) and wicket keeper/batsman/bowler J. Stephenson (24) had seen us past the team 50. However the loss of J. 
Stephenson at 57 and the loss off a couple more including J. Kidd at 64 saw us staring down the barrel of a double 
digit total. But with our 7th (penultimate) partnership the little 5th grade side that could dug its heels in again. 

This time V. King (23*) and T.Darke ((5) I'm helping) hang around for another 34 runs. Witnessing this from the non-
strikers end (If you couldn't guess), what is saw was V. King actively boiling the blood of the Queanbeyan captain by 
using the expanse of Conder Oval to score 2 after 2 after 2, which started to bore some of the opposition players 
which caused them to muck around in the field and we were able to turn a 1 into a 2. Highlight of the knock was still 
to come however as off the bowling of the captain himself, V. King smoked a ball down to and across the cow corner 
boundary for 4, which having gotten the innings towards the 40th over with only 9, pleased him to no end and had 
him muttering back to his bowling marker. 

With me getting out on the dizzying heights of 98 triple digits were an unexpected treat waiting to happen. and not 
only did our final partnership reach that wonderful milestone, but V. King and M. Clark saw out the 45th. Which 
meant that with only 9 and barely a recognised batsman insight AND against the leading team in the comp, not only 
did we make the team ton, which in recent times for 5th grade has been a struggle, but we saw out our allotted 
overs. And for that I was proud of every player that turned up that day to play for the Mighty 5s. 

So in conclusion I’d like to thank these players for turning up under difficult circumstances and getting 90 Overs out 
of the league leaders: Craig Hammond, Paul Ticehurst, Victoria King, John Kidd, Jacob Stephenson, Makayla Clark, 
Kirsty Reaks, and Ali Rizvi. 

I may not have been the happiest chappie throughout the day and I know i may have barked a couple of times when 
you wanted a field change, but I am 100% proud of our accomplishment. 

Acting (in more ways than one) Captain Tim "Darkie" Darke 
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Women’s Premier  Grade 

Round 6 TVCC Women’s vs Norths @ Harrison 1 - Sunday, 26 November 2017.  
TVCC 0/96 from 10.4 overs V.King 54* & E.Coper-Jones 26*, Defeated NCGCC 4/92 from 20 overs M.Clark 4-0-2/19 
& V.King 1-0-1/8.  
Round 6 saw TVCC take on Norths at Harrison oval on a very green, basically grass pitch. Our captain loss the toss 
and Norths sent us in to bowl.  The Tuggettes managed to keep the home team to a low score of 4/92 off 20. 
Highlights of the fielding innings include: Makayla Clark taking 2/19 off 4. Her two amazing wickets included one sent 
middle stump flying and the other a caught and bowled! Med Woodberry took a ripping run out from square leg 
sending the batter packing before they were even half way down the wicket.  Victoria King took a lovely wicket 
giving her 1/8 off 1 and Bek Kidd ended the game with figures of 0/6 off 4 after bowling two maidens at the end of 
the match. 

The Tuggettes send in Victoria King and Elizabeth Coper-Jones to chase down the total of 92. Smashing a few 
amazing fours and some marvellous shots, these two ladies managed to chase down the runs in only 10.4 overs! 
Victoria King smashed out 54* and Liz held her own with a wonderful 26*. Mind you, if North’s held on to any of the 
4 dropped catches off Victoria’s batting, might have been a slightly different game. ;) 

A great win on Sunday! Great efforts from all the ladies! 

Big shout out to the three ladies that filled in for 5th grade on Saturday, Macca, Kisty & Victoria. Heard you showed 
those boys a thing or two! 

HANDS UP WITH YOU’RE 2 NIL UP! 
John Kidd and I ventured to Adelaide on a fact finding mission to check out the facilities at the upgraded Adelaide 
Oval and the day night test. John chose to drive and take 3 days … I chose Qantas and 1hour 45mintes, you be the 
judge on which was better. 

On arriving at the ground on Saturday afternoon I found that it had similarities to Chisholm 2, I mean both grounds 
are roughly round and the outfield green (ish) and both have a wicket in the middle.  Unfortunately this is where the 
similarities ended. What a magnificent (Awesome according to JK) ground the Adelaide Oval is.  While the MCG and 
SCG are icons of Aussie sport no doubt, the redevelopment of the Adelaide Oval is stunning.  They have managed to 
build grandstands which complement the ground and add to the atmosphere while keeping the traditional 
scoreboard and grassed hill area. 

Day 1 the ground was spectacular; we lose the toss and are sent in, thank you Mr Root. In JK’s words “Root won the 
toss and inexplicably put Australia in. At the time an audible intake of breath could be heard around Adelaide Oval”.   
England bowl rubbish, the wicket is a little slow and they bowl poor lines and far too short. We can leave many balls 
and they pretty much waste the new ball, and they rely on David Warner to run out his fellow opener to get any joy.  
They continue to bowl rubbish for most of the day with our boys accumulating runs, while not difficult it was not 
easy either. 4 wickets for the day when you send the opposition in is not a great outcome. The much talked about 
evening swing did not occur and this may have been due to the cold and rain. A number of rain interruptions kind of 
spoilt my first days Test Cricket in Australia, however I could have lived with this if it were not for the cold, top temp 
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hit 16 and a 25km wind blowing from the SW I have never been so cold at a cricket match playing or watching in my 
life, and there have been some ordinary ones at Chisholm in October I can tell you. Still test cricket, pink ball under 
lights, I was not a fan before the game, but after 6 hours a convert. Barmy Army and Aussies get a bit too willing on 
the hill and the boys in blue have their work cut out evicting 6 -10 of them, kind of spoilt the atmosphere a bit. 

Day 2, JK and I caught up after Marsh’s outstanding 100, which was a testament to patience and adaptability (and 
England’s inability to catch and DRS review). We both agreed that this ground is AWESOME. A walk around the place 
shows the thought that has been put into it. While it has big grandstands (First day, Row U at about 25,000ft) it was 
still not too far away from players to make it feel unreal. JK is currently trying to obtain the drawings of the 
grandstands in the hope we can replicate at Chisholm 1. At times the cricket is almost a sideshow when the lights 
come into full effect and the place lights up, not to mention what has been done around the Torrens river leading 
into the ground, a full on experience catering for everyone. Oh, the cricket, well yes, we bat until mid into the 
day/night, declare with Marsh 120+ No for 448ish (too many beers to remember accurately). We bowl much better 
than them and have them struggling at day end. Again another cold and rain affected day where the ball didn’t swing 
in the evening. 

Day 3, standing on the hill under scoreboard with both sets of mad supporters. Partly sunny, and much warmer, we 
bowl them out for 227, and then have to face a session under lights, new ball and a fired up England.  NOW the ball 
is swinging and whizzing.  Mid 130’s now looks a lot faster when it’s also moving sideways play and miss happens 
more in the first 15 minutes than it did all the first 2 days combined. Barmy Army now have something to sing about 
and being stuck with them in full voice is an experience, not a bad one, just an experience and one I am glad to have 
experienced. They treat test cricket days like 7 hour football matches, they do not let up and you have to be able to 
take everything in the relatively good natured banter in which it is delivered. During the day I was loaned a pass to 
the members and went and had a look, very impressive!!!! entertainment/hospitality area outside had maybe 5000 
people there and why you go to the cricket and then sit out the back under an sun umbrella is a bit beyond my. 
Anyway, the practice area is accessible and worth watching (the Poms had a couple of blokes having a hit, with a leg 
spinner and Paul Collingwood bowling to them), for the record I still bowl faster than Collingwood (but it never took 
much to have that boast covered). 

All in all a really awesome ground, SA Government should be proud of what they have done, it is quite magnificent.  
If you get the chance to go to Adelaide for a day night test, I would highly recommend it. Oh and we won the test 
just for good measure, and Starke, Hazelwood and Cummins are REALLY REALLY quick in real life. 

I also went to the University of Adelaide ground on the Friday to watch the Barmy Army play charity matches against 
“The Ritchies” and the Fanatics in some T20 stuff. Nice ground, BUT the outfield was the best I have ever seen, SCG, 
Manuka and Adelaide Oval included.  
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TUGGIES HONOUR BOARD 
Figure 1 Tuggies Honour Board 
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#BICKSPIX 
Hello and welcome to #BicksPix, where each week I get to pick a worthy winner for the Player of the Round! 

A $4 voucher for the club house and a prize come presentation night.  

Welcome to another addition of #BicksPix 

One Day Semi Final saw 1st, 2nd and 3rd playing and from all three grades the #BicksPix from that day is Matty 
Rogers  with 67(85) against Weston Creek. With 1st grade in trouble Matty fought hard showing plenty of spirit 
trying to keep in touch of the win but unfortunately fell short in trying conditions. Great fight mate and well 
deserved 

Round 8 saw a wet round but it did slow down Vitoria King as she carved Northies apart with 54* opening the 
batting and snagging 1/8 with the ball and is well deserving of this rounds #BicksPix. Victoria has returned to the 
club and cricket in general after a few years away. She has managed to step back into her role without any issues. 
Currently smashing it with the bat, three games in and she’s scoring runs to take us to the win. In the words of John 
Kidd “she will show some of our boys a thing or two”  

We can’t wait to see what she can do in the upcoming weeks and finals!  

PLAYERS OF THE ROUNDS  

  T20 Weekend : Coming Soon!  
Round 1 : Coming Soon! 
Round 2 : Coming Soon! 
Round 3 : Coming Soon! 
Round 4 : Matt Hollis  with 27 and 3 catches in 3rd grade against Weston Creek 
Round 5 : Timmy Flo Floros  with 105*(128) in 1st grade against Queanbeyan 
Round 6 : Michael Swansborough  with 7-2-4/15 a catch and 2 run outs in 4th grade against WDUCC 
Round 7 : Craig Devoy  with his tireless work preparing wickets that didn’t get used.  
OD Semi Final: Matty Rogers  with 67(85) in 1st grade against Weston Creek 
Round 8 : Victoria King with 54* in Women’s Premier grade against NCGCC  
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TVCC 2 DAY FANTASY LEAGUE 
I’ll leave up the write for the 2 day fantasy league for those who haven’t joined yet. But we are off to a start with 
Burgie again leading the table.  

 
We will continue the $10 buy in with the payout structure remaining the same meaning last place gets their buy in 
back and the top three finishers share the rest with 1st place pocketing 60%, 2nd place 25% and 3rd place 15%.  
You should have already received the email but if not and you want to test your selection theories out please let me 
know and I will get an email out for you to select your fantasy side.  
But for those of you who don’t read emails and just action the juicy part, it starts this Saturday with the first round of 
the two day games and it only includes two day performances, so no one day final games included unfortunately. 
You can change your side up until the break, after this the sides are locked in and who you have is what you are 
stuck with.  
Now I have tried to structure the costing of players a little differently after much debate and feedback that some 
people costed too much etc. Players are now capped at a purchase price of $35k and have a team budget of $245k 
and need to select 5 batsmen as referenced in MyCricket fantasy and not how we view ourselves or others, 3 
bowlers, 1 keeper and 3 all-rounders.  
Good luck and let’s see who is taking Justin’s job next season as I am sure he is happy to hand over the reins at 
anytime.  
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UPCOMING MATCHES 

 
 

UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENT 

FINES Night! –  16th December 7pm 

Come down, fine a mate, $5 BBQ dinner and work on those “Bicep Curls” whilst quenching the dehydration from the 
days play.  
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CAPTAINS CORNER  
Captains Corner has been hijacked this week as Chappie is farewelling the club and wanted to leave a bit of advice for 
Shane..., Charlie, Barra, TVT,.... basically everyone at the club! 
So as to not lose control and have complaints I am assisting in the writing of “Chappie’s Advice” and will take 
editorial control. Another words I am trying to clean up the responses.  
So we are starting at the top, what would your parting message be to your skipper Shane?  
There’s too much for me to say... can I have an easier question? 
You seemed pretty close to Charlie, was it a “bromance” or did you really think he was a coward?  
It began as what I thought would be a “bromance” but as time went on it became more apparent he was a coward, 
largely due to the fact he doesn’t swing the ball or buy a round.  
Outside you, who was the 1st Grade pest? and are you happy to leave them filling your shoes?  
I wasn’t the first grade pest, I think of myself as the bloke who will remind Shane that if he was good he wouldn’t be 
next to me in a change room. As for who will fill the void of that guy, I’d like to see Logan walk in and take both the 
opening spot and spray Shane duties.  
What are your highlights of your time here at Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club?  
Winning Doug is right up there and the blokes I’ve met here and the way our group came together was very special. 
But my highlight is Stanks falling face first off his stool and shattering his face. 
Best cricketer at the club? Why? 
Can’t just limit it to one, Baz for his mental strength, Timmy and Benji have natural talent, TVT gloves them better 
than anyone (other than me) I’ve seen and obviously Shane has a rough idea what he is doing. 
Best person, it is 2017 after all, at the club is the best person to celebrate a win and/or drown a loss with?  
Jugsy always enjoys a beer as does most of the boys, winning was a habit for the majority of my time at Tuggeranong 
but if I had to sit down with one person after a win or a loss it would be Michael Barrington and if you glance at your 
watch, lick your lips and say 9:27 he’ll understand why 
Who will you miss and why? Anyone you won’t miss?  
I’ll miss everyone, the club is a special place and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed every moment wearing red. I’m not glad to 
be getting away from anyone, if anyone who is a part of the Vikings Rampage, past and present, is ever in the Gold 
Coast they’re welcome at my place 
Stanks said something about “Ants standing near Giants” but I 
tuned out, any parting message for the great man? Being that you 
kinda dragged him here too.  
First of all! If anyone has issues with Stanks or I, they are to directly 
contact James Dyer, as JD brought me and in turn I brought Stanks.  
Which, you’re Welcome for Shane Devoy! 
14 years no Doug, 5 months of Chappie + Stanks = Doug in the 
cabinet! 
My message to John; you’re my brother and play golf on Saturday’s! 

CCAAAAAPPPPTTTTTAAAAAIIIIINNNNNS CO
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Anyone you want to single out for a parting message?  
Not particularly cause if I start on one I’ll do them all, maybe lastly Charlie Morris as much as you lack ownership and 
intestinal fortitude, I really appreciate the coaching and advice you’ve given me, don’t be shit and all the best.  
What will you miss about Canberra? And in turn what are you looking forward to in the Goldie? 
The club and the boys! But looking forward to starting my new career and getting back to the beach. 
What would you like to sign off with?  
Don’t poo in the sheds! 
Take some ownership! 
And don’t be a coward! 
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KEVIN “RAT DOG COWARD” CHAPPIE 
Dear Kevin “Rat Dog Coward” Chapman,  

It's been an absolute pleasure to have you as a teammate and friend, though my ear drums may be better off with 
you in Queensland. From your on field welfare checks, to your overuse of the word coward and your inability to 
drink more than two beers without having a hangover, you've definitely left your mark on those at TVCC. We're 
going to miss your ability to be you regardless of the situation on or off field, but we definitely won't miss your 
stupid elbow or constant reminders that shit blokes can get hot chicks. 

All the best back home for both you and Kellee! 

See you soon, 

Shane 

Thank god he's gone! 
Kevin Chapman’s arrival at the club was summed up perfectly the other day by a fellow first grade team member, 
quoted saying ‘who the hell does this guy think he is, what a d**k head’. This question is still asked on a daily basis 
whenever we are in his presence.  

I personally have learnt many quotes off Chappy that I’ve taken back to the UK with great effect. To name but a few, 
‘You’ll be picking your bottom lip off the ground when I've finished with you’, ‘I’ll dig your grave and bury you 
coward’, ‘you lack both ownership and accountability, sort yourself out ****’. There is never a dull moment when he 
is around and his character and sometimes borderline banter will be forever missed by all those who have been 
around him. Whether we've had a good or bad session in the field, it never affects the way he bounces energy 
around the changing room (and on the field spraying the opposition like a machine gun) and keeps the lads going.  

He has grown at the club over the past season and half to be a key member of the first grade, constructing valuable 
runs at crucial times over the seasons. This says a lot about his character and there are few at this club who have the 
same desire and work ethic of Chappy. There is no secret to his success with the bat; it’s down to the hours of 
practice he puts in each week working on his game. With this all said, there is no doubting the importance of his role 
at the top of the order in helping the first grade win the double last season. 

We wish you all the best Chappy as you move back up to your native state that you have never shut up about since 
coming to Canberra. Stay in touch, come visit again and EVERYONE’S really thinking it…. ‘THANK god he's gone!’ 

Moz 

Brother 
It’s really hard to string a few good things to say about this guy if you met him for the first time on the field and 
played against him. But I have had more than an experience with this fine specimen of a man. Chappie and I have 
played since school boys in Qld and he’s still the angriest Cricketer I’ve ever played with. The beautiful thing about 
Chappie is that he brings people together; he builds camaraderie and a purpose why we rock up. Hate him or love 
him he builds a common interest that brings you closer. One of the greatest guys to have a beer with cause he 
doesn't mess around with the truth, facts are facts even if it leaves someone in tears!  
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I don’t really see this as saying good bye because I know I’ll be up there in Qld catching up, I know I will miss him 
greatly again like I did when he left Dolphins. All I can say is he must really love being Ned Kelly at Mudgee and I wish 
him well, plus I know how good the lifestyle is on the Goldie. I can’t really remember many antics off the field cause 
I’m usually the one getting knocked out and him apologising to Laura when Kellee drops me home.  

As I said some may disagree but they are just flogs and as Chappie and I would say we don’t have much time for ants 
when you’re a giant, He’s a top bloke, wish him and Kellee the best and I’ll see you soon when I’m up for a holiday.   

As You Were Coward  

STANKS 

Lightening the load 

It was great having you at the club Kev and you will be missed, but I’m so glad I won’t have to carry you as an 
opening partner anymore. 
Timmy 
Hi Kevin, you good mate?  

Just checking in. 

I hope you have a great time back in QLD and your banter will be noticeably missed. It was great having you here and 
I hope that down the track you will return for another season of great chat & shit cricket. 

Have a good time mate & hope to see you soon. 

Jake 

Quick Lil Ones! 

So when club mates were asked for parting messages I got these replies: 

TVT – “Crabbing Chappie”  

Crusher – “Goodbye Coward” 

Jugsy – “#flog” 

Baz – “…” 

El President – “All the best Chappie! The energy you were able to bring out of everyone around you will be missed 
and had a big impact and influence over the last year. Good Luck!” 
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THE BRAIN GAME  
This is the final instalment of the Brain Game and it looks to provide some valuable information for all those 
struggling with direction.  
Before we jump into the last few pages I want to share some information from an article called “10 ways to build 
your mental strength”.  

1. Establish goals.  
The human brain is naturally predisposed to reach for and achieve goals. And not just one big goal, such as I want to 
lose 50 pounds. Also set more manageable short-term goals such as I want to work for 30 minutes without checking 

my phone or I want to reply to all of my emails by noon today. 
With each goal you achieve, you’ll gain more confidence in your ability to succeed. You’ll also learn to recognize when your goals 
are unrealistically ambitious and when they’re not challenging enough. 

2. Set yourself up for success.  
Becoming mentally strong doesn’t mean you have to subject yourself to temptations every day. Make 
your life a little easier by modifying the environment. 

If you want to work out in the morning, leave your shoes next to the bed at night and sleep in your gym clothes. If 
you want to eat healthier, remove the junk food from your pantry. When you set yourself up for success, you won’t 
exhaust your mental energy trying to resist the urge to sleep in or to dig into a bag of potato chips. 

3. Tolerate discomfort for a greater purpose.  
Discomfort can lead people to look for unhealthy shortcuts. Rather than deal with a problem, they reach 
for something that provides immediate emotional relief—drinking a glass of wine or binge-watching their 

favorite show, for example. But those short-term solutions can often create bigger long-term problems. 
Practice tolerating discomfort by reminding yourself of the bigger picture. Push yourself to work on your 
budget even though it causes you to feel anxious; run on the treadmill when you feel tired—don’t escape the 
discomfort. The more you tolerate discomfort, the more confidence you’ll have in your ability to do difficult things. 

4. Reframe your negative thoughts.  
Strive to develop a realistic yet optimistic inner monologue. Reframe catastrophic thoughts, such as This 
will never work with If I work hard, I’ll improve my chances of success. 

You can’t eliminate all of your negative thoughts. Everyone has rough patches and bad days. But by replacing those 
overly pessimistic thoughts with more realistic expectations, you can stay on course and equip yourself to manage 
the bad days. 

5. Balance your emotions with logic.  
You make the best decisions when your emotions and logic are in sync. If all your decisions were 

emotional, you wouldn’t save for retirement because you’d be too busy spending your money on what makes you 
happy right now. But if all of your decisions were logical, you’d live a boring life devoid of pleasure, leisure and love. 
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Whether you’re buying a house or thinking of a career shift, consider the balance between your emotions and logic. 
If you’re overly excited or especially anxious, write down a list of the pros and cons of moving forward with the 
decision. Reviewing that list will boost the logical part of your brain and help balance out your emotions. 

6. Strive to fulfil your purpose. 
It’s hard to stay the course unless you know your overall purpose. Why do you want to earn more money 
or hone your craft? 

Write out a clear and concise mission statement about what you want to accomplish in life. When you’re struggling 
to take the next step, remind yourself why it’s important to keep going. Focus on your daily objectives, but make 
sure those steps you’re taking will get you to a larger goal in the long run. 

7. Look for explanations, not excuses.  
When you don’t perform as well as expected, examine the reasons why. Look for an explanation to help 
you do better next time, but don’t make excuses for your behavior. 

Take full responsibility for any shortcomings. Don’t blame others or the circumstances for your missteps. 
Acknowledge and face your mistakes so you can learn from them and avoid repeating them in the future. 

8. Do one hard thing every day.  
You won’t improve by accident. Purposely challenge yourself. Of course, what’s challenging to you 
might not be to someone else, so you need to analyze where your comfortable boundaries are. 
Then pick something slightly outside those boundaries and take one small step every day. That could 

mean speaking up for yourself when it’s uncomfortable or enrolling in a class you don’t feel qualified for. Push 
yourself to become a little better today than you were yesterday. 

9. Use the 10-minute rule. 
Mental strength won’t magically make you feel motivated all of the time. But it can help you be 
productive, even when you don’t feel like it. 

When you’re tempted to put off something, use the 10-minute rule. When you eye the couch at the time you 
planned to go for a run, tell yourself to get moving for just 10 minutes. If your mind is still fighting your body after 10 
minutes, give yourself permission to quit. 
Getting started is often the hardest part. Once you take the first step, you’ll realize it’s not nearly as bad as you 
predicted, and your other skills can help keep you going. 

10. Prove yourself wrong. 
The next time you think you can’t do something, prove yourself wrong. Commit to doing one more push 
up at the gym or closing one more sale this month. 

Your mind will want to quit long before your body needs to give up. Prove to yourself that you’re more capable than 
you give yourself credit for, and over time, your brain will stop underestimating your potential. 
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The last few pages of the Canberra Comets Mental Skills Training Manual are focus on helping you get some 
direction within our own head space with mental toughness through goal setting. Then it discusses all things 
confidence, consistency and getting out of that slump.  
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THE CHISHOLM SPOTLIGHT (THE QUICK FIRE 10…) 
The Chisholm Spotlight is somewhere we can put someone under the spotlight in an attempt to get to know them, embarrass 
them, entertain the rest of us, and maybe even learn to like them.  

Rebecca Kidd helped us out this week with a quick fire 10 for Alex Wilson! 
How many years have you played for TVCC? 
I started playing at 10? Maybe? It was definitely plastic bat and ball cricket. 
Highlight of your cricketing career?  
Last season, claiming I’ll get a ton and take a fine for every run short of 100 runs…  100 fines later.. I didn’t 
get a ton 
One time I got 97 N.O and then the fool at the other end got out. I’ve never batted well since… 
Do you have any pre-match rituals?  
Increasing electrolyte levels and high carbohydrate intake, usually on the way to the game.  
A 2 for $6 PowerAde special is a good luck sign for the team. 
On average, how many byes will you allow past you in a season?  
The quality of keeping varies hugely but is highly dependent on the quality of my Saturday night and of 
course the rubbish that the ladies send my way. 
Who, in the ladies team, has the best on-field banter? 
Some ladies are still learning the art, I’d say there is a solid heckle from the Kidd’s but probably the most 
annoying to the opposition would be myself. Most sledging is usually directed within the team. 
Upstairs moose or downstairs moose?  
Downstairs, it shouldn’t be a question. 
Rumour has it, you play better when you are drunk? Please tell us th is is true!  
Yes. The scorebook this season hasn’t lied. I think I need to lift my performance on a Saturday if we are 
going to go all the way. 
Who’s the better “Kidd”?  
There are so many things to consider, fashion, style, ability, offensive comments, tantrums, performance, 
ability to consume body weight in alcohol. Ill controversially go with Pina, as to my knowledge one of the 
few women in the club in recent years to get an official warning from the umpire for on field behaviour. 
Do your dreads get in the way of your cricketing skills?   
Yes. I’ve had to make a few changes, but they don’t get in the way as much as other inconveniences... Like 
hangovers and sunscreen on your glasses. 
Best dummy spit/funniest moment you have seen?  
The infamous Kidd Russo split of 20whenever?  
Kidding!  
Jamie getting out in the semi final last year, throwing her helmet/bat/pads whatever it was it went bang 
and yelling a F*#K loud enough for the entire Woden Valley to hear. I laughed. 
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CUSTOMISED MASURI HELMETS 
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TUGGERANONG VALLEY CRICKET CLUB JUNIOR TEAMS 

http://tvccjuniors.act.cricket.com.au/  
Tuggeranong Juniors have 125 registered players for the 2017/18 seasons with the following teams: 
Thunder Junior Girls Cricket League Plate (Under 13) 
Thunder Junior Girls Cricket League Cup (under 17) 
Under 10 Friday 
Under 11 Friday 
Under 12 Div 1 
Under 12 Knights (Div 2)  
Under 12 Phoenix (Div 2) 

Under 13 Div 2 
Under 14 Div 1 
Under 14 Div 2 (combined team managed by Marist) 
Under 16 Div 2 
Under 18 Div 2 
Colts (Div 1)

WHO’S WHO IN THE ZOO  

Committee Members 

President John Evans  Vice President  John Kidd 
Secretary Liz Barrington-Smith Financial Controller Joel Armstrong 
Cricket Operations  Justin Haywood Treasurer  Wayne Lucerne 
Pavilion Manager  Pina Kidd  Women's Cricket Rep Rebecca Kidd 

Captains for 2017/18 

Club Captain:  Greg Lemin 
1st Grade Shane Devoy  2nd Grade Jake Floros 
3rd Grade Paul Nemes 4th Grade Joel Armstrong 
5th Grade Michael Venables Women’s  Rebecca Kidd  

CLUB NOTICE BOARD 

 Please ensure you are updating your availability for selection on MyCricket when the emails come out. This 
helps greatly with selections and naming sides early. At worst please ensure an email is sent to 
selector@tvcc.org.au with you availability. Any need to arrive late or depart from games early need to be 
notified to your Captain and Justin as soon as you are aware of the need to do so.  

 There will be emails and posts on Facebook when the covers need to be put on. Please ensure we are doing 
all we can to assist with getting the covers on as it will affect our results guys.  

 Please ensure we are passing all the good bad and ugly including photos to jamesadyer1@gmail.com for the 
future editions of the Tele.  
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 A New Partnership 
CACT and Canberra Toyota have partnered to provide more to clubs and club members in Canberra.  
Please see the below flyer for additional information. If you or anyone you know are considering a new or 
used vehicle please pass this information on as it benefits not just them but also the cricket club.  

 


